The Braves opened a mixed-use lifestyle area outside of
their Major League Baseball (MLB) Truist Park stadium
called The Battery Atlanta in 2017. This area features a
hotel, restaurants, bars, shopping, office space and
apartments, but is also used to host outdoor concerts and
events.
Our Service Management Systems, Inc. (SMS) team,
headed by SMS Facility Manager, Shayla Stevens,
oversees the normal year-round cleaning of the area.
With the Braves advancing into the 2021 World Series, The Battery Atlanta was in the spotlight like never before.
Shayla and her SMS Clean Team made sure the area shined at each event!
With a mix of attention from primetime television game coverage by Fox each home game, a myriad highlights on
other cable networks and online videos, both printed and online news articles, social media posts from fans, etc.,
all eyes were also on The Battery during the World Series.
Real estate attorney Abe Schear stated to The Atlanta Journal-Constitution: “If anyone thought Truist
Park was just a baseball stadium surrounded by parking lots, few people think that now.
Unquestionably, the Braves’ incredible run has enhanced The Battery brand, bringing people to the
complex who had little idea of the interactive environment.” 1

Prior to Sunday, October 31, which proved to boast the largest
crowd of the series, sources estimated “up to 100,000 people were
expected to pack The Battery for the festivities.”2
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Shayla and her team continued to work through these shoulder-to-shoulder crowds, making every effort to keep
the area clean for the ambush of visitors. The pictures below show just a fraction of what our SMS team faced as
visitors left after each game.

Some in the community even took to Reddit to express their amazement at how well our team did.3
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A special thank you to the following SMS employees and managers that worked
the World Series events at The Battery Atlanta!
The facility would not have received national praise
and attention without your hard work, attention to detail,
and “whatever it takes” attitudes!

Shayla Stevens
Facility Manager

Carlos Reed

Stephen Jones

Tallies McClendon

Brandon Sears

Sharon Clark

Tremayne Reed

Dennis Monroe

Karrie McClendon

Oscar Delos Reyes Ramos

Edwin Daniels

Couiza Taylor

Daron Brown

Alexander Hannah

James Gates

Dieufort Toussaint

Pablo Rivera

Denny Lyons

Division Manager

Division Vice President

Kylee Looney
Director of Training, Culture, and
Administration
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